
OUTDOOR COLLECTION

frames are made of

18mm, 13-ply marine grade 
sustainable birch plywood

and assembled with

waterproof adhesive, 
stainless steel staples & 
galvanized screws

back cushions and pillows are

filled with recycled fiber in a
water resistant cover

cushions and seat deck

are made of reticulated, 
open cell foam that

allows water to drain

and resists mildew

seat decks slope to

the rear with drain

built into the frame

open-intersection 
webbing construction on

seat allows for draining

seat deck material,  
cushions and pillow

breathers, along with  
the base frame cover

on slipcovered pieces,  
use an open weave

sunbrella material that

allows water to drain

and lets the cushions

and pillows breathe

aluminum legs

resist rusting

SMALL 
NATURAL

7/16” dia

SMALL 
BRUSHED 
NICKEL

7/16” dia

OPTIONAL  
NAIL HEAD

weather covers can be
ordered for any uncovered

style in any color of canopy
fabric. place a “wc” in front 
of the style number in place

of the “u” or “us”.

example: WC102-01

FITTED
WEATHER COVERS

OPTIONAL UNCOVERED THROW PILLOWS

can be used in place of welt, 
french seam, or topstitching. 
available in 15 thread colors

ZIG ZAG STITCH

OTHER AVAILABLE 
OPTIONS

• contrasting welt

• contrasting skirt band

• contrasting sides on throw pillows

• contrasting borders on seat and
back cushions

• sectional connectors available
at no charge

KNIFE EDGE
no welt

BOXED BORDER
no welt

SELF MINI-FLANGE
no welt

STYLE #

u#2 ke 

u#3 ke

u#4 ke

u#5 ke

u#8 ke

SIZE

18 x 18

20 x 20

23 x 23

26 x 26

13 x 22

STYLE #

u#2 bx

u#3 bx

u#4 bx

u#5 bx

u#8 bx

SIZE

18 x 18

20 x 20

23 x 23

26 x 26

13 x 22

STYLE #

u#2 sf 

u#3 sf

u#4 sf

u#5 sf

u#8 sf

SIZE

18 x 18

20 x 20

23 x 23

26 x 26

13 x 22

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
mini-flange, 

mini-ruffle flange, 
topstitching, welt,
and Zig Zag stitch

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
french seam, mini-flange, 

mini-ruffle flange, 
topstitching, welt,
and Zig Zag stitch

NEAPOLITAN
blind seam

STYLE #

u#16 

u#17

SIZE

20 x 20

18 x 22

OPTIONAL CASTERS

LOCKING SWIVEL

5” dia

SWIVEL

5” dia

DINING WITH SOCKET

2” dia

STATIONARY 

5” dia

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
cablestitch




